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A Note on Voting Day

Dear Leader: On this voting day we hope you feel empowered to exercise your right to
vote, as you are able. As you get your “I voted!” sticker, engage in political or advocacy
events and share your voice, please remember and remind your teams to be respectful
of others’ views and beliefs both in person and online. It is a good time to review Mission
Health’s political and social media guidelines.

View Mission Health’s Political and Advocacy Guidelines

View Mission Health’s Social Media Guidelines

This Week’s News

 Mission Health’s United Way Campaign is underway. We’re counting on you –
our leaders – to help spread the word and achieve our goal. Check out the latest
campaign highlights:
v  Here are 5 ways to give: giving is easy with options like payroll deduct,

WooHoo! points, PTO and more. Plus, a little incentive never hurts – learn
more about Jeans Friday.

v  Meet this year’s campaign Chair, your colleague – Stephanie Baron.
The United Way Campaign is happening now until November 22: GIVE NOW

 There’s a global laptop shortage. A global shortage of Intel processor chips is
impacting Mission Health’s ability to purchase new computers. While this may not
seem critical, here is what you need to know about the impact to our system.
 MHAM: See what you missed during Facebook Live. Last week, Mission Health
was live on Facebook with some of our leaders to explore our past, present and
future with the new Mission Hospital for Advanced Medicine. 
 For the latest on Mission Health and HCA, visit missionandme.com/hca.
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New to Leadership Loop? Welcome, leader! Here’s some more about LL, how it works
and what you can expect. 
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Are you receiving this message but don’t think you should be? Email
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